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QUESTION 1

UC has large amount of orders coming in from its online portal. Historically all order are assigned to a generic user. 

Which 2 measures should data architect recommend to avoid any performance issues while working with large number
of order records? Choose 2 answers: 

A. Clear the role field in the generic user record. 

B. Salesforce handles the assignment of orders automatically and there is no performance impact. 

C. Create a role at top of role hierarchy and assign the role to the generic user. 

D. Create a pool of generic users and distribute the assignment of memory to the pool of users. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 2

NTO (Northern Trail Outlets) has a complex Salesforce org which has been developed over past 5 years. Internal users
are complaining abt multiple data issues, including incomplete and duplicate data in the org. NTO has decided to
engage a data architect to analyze and define data quality standards. 

Which 3 key factors should a data architect consider while defining data quality standards? Choose 3 answers: 

A. Define data duplication standards and rules 

B. Define key fields in staging database for data cleansing 

C. Measure data timeliness and consistency 

D. Finalize an extract transform load (ETL) tool for data migration 

E. Measure data completeness and accuracy 

Correct Answer: ACE 

 

QUESTION 3

Company S was recently acquired by Company T. As part of the acquisition, all of the data for the Company S\\'s
Salesforce instance (source) must be migrated into the Company T\\'s Salesforce instance (target). Company S has 6
million Case records. 

An Architect has been tasked with optimizing the data load time. 

What should the Architect consider to achieve this goal? 

A. Pre-process the data, then use Data Loader with SOAP API to upsert with zip compression enabled. 

B. Directly leverage Salesforce-to-Salesforce functionality to load Case data. 
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C. Load the data in multiple sets using Bulk API parallel processes. 

D. Utilize the Salesforce Org Migration Tool from the Setup Data Management menu. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

An Architect needs to document the data architecture for a multi-system, enterprise Salesforce implementation. Which
two key artifacts should the Architect use? (Choose two.) 

A. User stories 

B. Data model 

C. Integration specification 

D. Non-functional requirements 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 5

Which three characteristics of a Skinny table help improve report and query performance? 

A. Skinny tables can contain frequently used fields and thereby help avoid joins. 

B. Skinny tables can be used to create custom indexes on multi-select picklist fields. 

C. Skinny tables provide a view across multiple objects for easy access to combined data. 

D. Skinny tables are kept in sync with changes to data in the source tables. 

E. Skinny tables do not include records that are available in the recycle bin. 

Correct Answer: ACD 
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